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16 Claims. (CI 128-317) 
This invention relates in general to surgical 

instruments and, more particularly, to a cer 
tain new and useful improvement in surgical 
instruments of the type commonly known as 
bone saws. - . 
My invention has for its chief object the pro 

Vision of a surgical saw which is uniquely bal 
anced and constructed for efficient. Smooth steady 
forward cutting under downwardly applied pres 
Sure with the incision within the vision of the 
operating surgeon and with the elimination of 
“bone-burning' or 'smoking', the tearing of 
adjacent tissue areas, the fouling of dressings 
surrounding the field, and any tendency to move 
along the bone or jump or bounce so prevalent 
With Other bone SaWS of Which I am aWare and 
So usually taxing the Surgeon's skill. 
My invention has for a further object the 

provision of a bone saw which may be completely 
sterilized, which may readily be driven and con 
trolled by means remote from the operating 
field, which may be easily, quickly, and accu 
rately adjusted to effect a plurality of parallel 
variably spaced incisions, which is durable and 
sturdy in structure, which may be conveniently 
manipulated, and which is highly, efficient in the 
performance of its intended functions. 
And with the above and other objects in view, 

my invention resides in the novel features of 
form, construction, arrangement, and combina 
tion of parts presently described and pointed out. 
in the claims. 
In the accompanying drawings (2 sheets), 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a bone saw 

constructed in accordance with and embodying 
my present invention; 
Figure 2 is a slightly-enlarged front elevational 

view of the saw; 
Figure 3 is a slightly-enlarged fragmentary 

side elevational view of the saw; , , 
Figures 4 and 5 are sectional views of the saw, 

taken approximately, along the lines 4-4 and, 
5-5, Figure 2, respectively; 

Figure 6 is a sectional view of the saw, taken 
approximately along the line 6-6, Figure-3; 

Figure 7 is a sectional view of the saw, taken 
approximately along the line T-7, Figure 6; 

Figure 8 is a fragmentary elevational view of, 
the saw with one of its rotary blades removed; 

Figure 9 is a fragmental side elevational view, 
of the saw, illustrating in detail the driving-gear 
spindle; and 

Figure 10 is a fragmental sectional view of 
the driving-gear spindle, taken approximately: 
along the line 0-0, Figure 9. 

Referring now in more detail and by reference 
characters to the drawings, the instrument com 
prises a So-called body-portion. A having pref 
erably the contour in end and side elevation best 
Seen in Figures 1, 2, 6, and 7, the body. A having 
Somewhat the shape of a flattened pear, as it 
may be said. As shown, the section or body A. 
is generally, as at , in the form of a solid block 
having. Opposite flat side faces a, a , with the 
block bored, as at a, for communication with 
as preferably integral tubular extension or shell 
2, which axially projects angularly outwardly 
from the block f, but in a direction parallel to 
its. Side faces a, d', the block being arcuately 
enlarged upon opposite sides, as at a, for par 
tial registration with the cylindrical. Wall of the 
shell 2. 
At the base of the bore a, the block f is trans 

Versely cut-a-Way to accommodate and seat a 
Second tubular member or so-called frame-sup 
port 3, which is Welded or otherwise permanently 
united to, and forms substantially an integral 
part of, the block . . As shown and for purposes 
presently appearing, the member 3 is off cen 
tered, as it may be said, with respect to the 
block f, that is to say, a greater part thereof is 
disposed upon one-side of the block. i than upon 
the other, and interiorly of the block, the mem 
ber 3 is suitably cut-away upon one side for com 
munication with the bore d2. 
At its stem or upper end, the block is pref 

erably integrally formed with an upstanding 
projection or pin 4, suitably fixed upon which 
is a preferably fluted or otherwise surface rough 
ened hand-grip 5, the longitudinal axis of which 
is in the same plane as, and angularly disposed 
to, the axis of the shell 2. 

Disposed transversely through the block at 
right angles to its side faces a, a ', and in align 
ment with the axis of the member 3, is an ap 
erture is 6; communicating with which, and ex 
tending radially outwardly therefrom through 
the block in preferably parallel relation to the 
shell 2, is an opening 7 internally threaded for 
receiving a knob-ended or otherwise suitably 
headed set-screw 8, all for purposes presently 
more fully appearing and as best seen in Figures 
1 and 7. 
The tubular member 3, at its shorter end 

portion b, is internally threaded for a short dis 
tance inwardly of its extremity and provided 
with a transverse slot c, for purposes presently 
more...fully appearing and as best seen in Fig 
ures 6,7, and 10. At its relatively longer end-portion b’, the 
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member 3 is axially cut-away to provide a Seg 
mental opening 9, the member 3 at the Outer 
extremity of its said end-portion b' having a 
closure end-wall i O centrally provided With an 
axially extended aperture , all also for pur 
poses presently appearing and as best seen in 
Figures 2, 3, and 6. 
The shell 2 is internally threaded for a Suit 

able distance inwardly of its outer end, as best 
seen in Figure 7, for threadedly receiving an 
end-portion of a second Surface fluted or other 
wise roughened tubular hand-grip f2, preferably 
rigidly held in place and against accidental re 
moval or displacement by means of a Set-SCreW 
or the like 3 radially threaded through the Wall 
of shell 2 and engaged at its inner end in a 
recess or socket f4 provided for the purpose in 
the hand-grip f2. Preferably provided on the 
shell 2 at the base of the hand-grip 2, is a 
suitable finger or hand-guard h, as best seen in 
Figures 3 and 7. 
Mounted for rotation axially within the tubul 

lar hand-grip 2, is a shaft 5 provided at its 
one or outer extremity with a conventional form 
of split coupling f 6 for detachable connection 
with a flexible drive shaft 7, which is, in turn, 
drivingly connected to any convenient prime 
mover, such as an electric motor, not shown, 
the shaft 5 axially extending forwardly through 
the shell 2 and partially into the member 3, and 
pinned or otherwise fixed on the inner extremity 
of the shaft 5, is a suitable bevel gear 8, as 
best seen in Figures 1 and 7. 

Disposed axially through the member 3, hav 
ing a bearing at its one end in the aperture if 
of said end-wall 0, and supported at itS Oppo 
site end by a preferably integral flat, disk-shaped 
plug 20 thread-seated in the opposite internally 
threaded end b of the member 3, is a Suitable 
stub-shaft 9, the plug or shell-closure 20 being 
secured against accidental removal or displace 
ment by means of a set-screw or the like 2. 
inserted into a small threaded socket 2 formed 
partially in the wall of the member 3 and par 
tially in the plug 20, as best seen in Figures 9 
and 10. 

Rotatably mounted upon the shaft 9 within 
the member 3, are two companion Spur-toothed, 
bevel-ended barrel-gears 22, 23, arranged with 
their respective bevel-gear end-portions in op 
posed meshing engagement with, and on respec 
tively opposite sides of, the drive-shaft bevel 
gear 8, as best seen in Figures 6 and 7, it be 
ing, of course, evident that, upon rotation of the 
drive-shaft 15, the gears 22, 23, will be rotated 
in relatively opposite directions by the gear 8. 
B designates a flat suitably elongated Some 

what diamond-shaped gear-housing or So-called 
frame, which at one end portion, as best seen in 
Figures 1, 2, and 8, is disposed in partial mar 
ginal registration with, and by means of a set 
screw or other suitable attaching means 24 Se 
cured flatwise upon the face a' of, the block 
of section A, the housing B being provided with 
a transverse aperture, as at 6', for co-axial 
registration with the aperture 6 of Section A 
and being suitably chamfered upon its inner 
face for accommodating and fitting Over the 
adjacent arcuate wall as of the shell 2. 
As best seen in Figures 4, 5, and 8, the gear 

housing or frame B comprises preferably three 
flatwise registering plates 25, 26, 27, secured to 
gether in abutting relation by means of Suitable 
pins 28 and screws 29. The intermediate or 
central plate 26 is transversely provided with 
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three aligned, peripherally intersecting annular 
apertures 30, 3f, 32, as best seen in Figure 4. 
The outer plates 25, 27, are each provided with 
respective apertures 32, which register or are 
aligned with, and of the same diametrical dimen 
sion as, the aperture 32 for fitting over and 
tightly embracing the projecting end-portion b 
of the member 3, as best seen in Figures 4 and 
8. The plates 25, 27, are further each provided 
With respective pairs of transversely aligned co 
axial openings 33, 34, disposed concentrically with 
respect to the apertures 30, 3, respectively, of 
the intermediate plate 26. Thus the housing 
or frame B provides enclosed chambers and Shaft 
journals for operatively accommodating and 
Supporting shaft-equipped flat intermeshing 
spur gears 35, 36. 
The shaft of the latter gear 36 is in the form 

of a tubular spindle 37, within which a blade 
shaft 38 is removably secured, as by means of 
diametrically opposed longitudinal set-screWS 
39. The shaft 38 has a length to project at its 
inner end outwardly of the frame B to prefer 
ably integrally support a transverse concentric 
plate 38, upon which a saw-tooth disk or blade 
40 is flatWise fixed as by means of screws or the 
like 4, all as best shown in Figures 4, 7, and 8. 
AS SO mounted and disposed, the blade 40 is 

peripherally, as it may be said, in alignment or 
registration with the pressure grip 5; and, as 
will be seen by reference to Figure 4, the gear 35 
is SO positioned in the frame or housing B as to 
project through the slot c in the short project 
ing end b of the member 3 for meshing engage 
ment with the barrel-gear 23. Thus it will be 
evident that, upon rotation of the gear 23, the 
gear 35 will be correspondingly rotated and, in 
turn, transmit rotative movement to the gear 
36, which, again in turn, effects rotation of the 
blade 40, the blade 40 being accordingly rotated 
in the same direction as the barrel-gear 23. 

Carrying for rotation a second and similar or 
companion cutting-disk or blade 40', is a second 
Or likewise companion frame or gear-housing B', 
Which is constructed in a manner substantially 
similar to that of the gear-housing or frame B. 
The second frame B', however, is formed for slid 
able adjustment and removable disposition 
axially upon the relatively longer end-portion b' 
of the housing or Support 3 and, to such end, 
has an aperture 32' diametrically sized for Snug 
embracing engagement with the support end 
portion b’, the intermediate blade-actuating 
gear 35 of the frame B', which corresponds to 
the similar gear 35 of the frame or housing as 
sembly B, peripherally extending upwardly into 
the aperture 32' for meshing engagement with 
the barrel-gear 22, which latter projects periph 
erally through the shell-opening 9. Further, 
the face e of the housing B' is chamfered or cut 
away diagonally from the aperture 32' to pro 
wide a recess 43 conformable to the arcuate wall 
as of the block for permitting the housing B' 
to normally fit closely flatwise against the op 
posite face a thereof. 

Fixed at an end in, and extending at right 
angles laterally from, the face e of the gear 
housing B', is a cylindrical slide rod 44 dia 
metrically sized to fit snugly in and slide through 
the registering apertures 6 and 6' of the block 

and the companion fixed gear-housing or 
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the rod 44 and consequently also the frame B' 
may be releasably secured by means of the 
ScreW 8. 

Since the barrel-gear .22 is appropriately 
toothed along its entire length and peripherally 
extends through the opening 9, it will be ap 
parent ... that the intermediate gear 35’ of the 
Slidable gear housing B' will be in intermeshed 
driving engagement at any such longitudinally 

O 

20 

2. 5 

5 

4. 

adjusted position of the gear-housing 'B', and it 
Will further be evident, since, the two barrel 
gears. 22, 23, are respectively rotated in opposite 
directions, that the blades 40, 40', will corre 
Spondingly be rotarily actuated in opposite 
directions. . . . . . . . . . 

It will also be seen that, when the frame B' 
is operatively disposed on the support 3, the 
frames B and B are disposed in parallel regis 
tering relation with the twin disk-blades 4, 40', 
juxtaposed therebetween in also aligned or par 
allel relation and variably spaced as the particu 
lar bone sawing operation may require. 

in use, the instrument, after suitable steriliza 
tion, may be connected through the coupling 6 
to the flexible shaft I, the blades 49, 40, set 
to any desired spaced relation as described, and 
the motor or other prime mover set in motion. 
The blades 49, 43', may then be applied to the 
bone, tissue upon which the operation is being 
performed for the production of two parallel cuts 
or incisions preparatory to the insertion of an 
artificial bone or metal restoration, as will be 
Well understood. 
By reason of the unique form and structure of 

the present instrument, the operating surgeon is 
enabled, while applying suitable manual pressure 
downwardly on the disks 40, 4', through the 
aligning hand-grip 5, to manipulate the instru 
inent forwardly by means of the second hand 
grip 2 and thereby effect a smooth, steady for 
ward cutting operation, the surgical field being in 
no respect interfered with, and the operating 
surgeon having at all times a clear and unob 
structed vision of and into the incision. Further, 
since the cutting-disks 40, 40', are substantially 
in a direct line with the hand-grips 5, 2, the 
surgeon will at all times have accurate conti'ol 
of the instrument, and, since also the two disk 
blades 48, 49', rotate in opposite directions, any 
tendency of the instrument to jump out of the 
kerfs or cuts is substantially wholly eliminated. 
Also, by reason of the positive driving connection. 
established between the blades 40, 40, and the 
power source, the speed and force of rotation 
thereof may readily be very accurately an 
sharply gauged. 
The instrument fulfills in every respect the ob 

jects stated, and if desired, the slidable frame 
or housing B' may be entirely renoved for Single 
cut or slotting operations by the remaining blade 
49. 
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It should be understood that changes and modi 
fications in the form, construction, arrangement, 
and combination of the several parts of the SaW 
may be made and substituted for those herein 
shown and described without departing from the 
nature and principle of my invention. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent is, 
1. In a bone saw, in combination, a body-block, 

a pressure hand-grip disposed upon the block, a 
guiding hand-grip disposed upon the block in 
obliquely angular relation to, and having its lon 
gitudinal axis disposed in the same plane as the 
longitudinal axis of, the pressure hand-grip, a 

3 
disk-blade, and means engaged with the block 
and blade for supporting the blade for rotary 
actuation in peripheral alignment with, and sub 
Stantially in the same plane as the axes of, said 
grips. 

2. In a bone saW, in combination, a body block, 
parallel frames disposed upon opposite sides of 
the block, a pair of separate endwise aligned 
shafts operatively mounted on the frames, a pair 
cf disk-blades operatively mounted on the shafts 
for rotation in aligned juxtaposition, and means 
for rotarily actuating the blades. 

3. In a bone saw, in combination, a body-block, 
parallel frames disposed upon opposite sides of 
the block, a pair of disk-blades operatively 
mounted on the frames for rotation in aligned 
juxtaposition, and means for rotarily actuating 
the blades in relatively opposite directions. 

4. In a bone saw, in combination, a body-block, 
parallel frames disposed upon opposite sides of 
the block, a hand-grip disposed on the block, a 
pair of parallel disk-blades operatively mounted 
for rotation in aligned juxtaposition on the 
frames and disposed peripherally substantially in 
line with the hand-grip, and means for rotarily 
actuating the blades in relatively opposite direc 
tions. 

5. In a bone saw, in combination, a body-block, 
parallel frames disposed upon opposite sides of the 
block, a pair of hand-grips having respective por 
tions endwise engaged with the block, the axes of 
the respective hand-grip portions being disposed 
at an oblique angle one to the other and lying in 
the same plane, a plurality of parallel disk-blades 
Operatively mounted on the frames for rotation in 
aligned juxtaposition, the axes of the blades 
being disposed at right angles to the longitudinal 
axes of the hand-grip portions, and means for 
rotatively actuating the blades. 

6. In a bone saw, in combination, a body-block, 
a first disk-blade, a shaft operatively mounted 
On the block for supporting the blade for rotary 
actuation in fixed relation to the block, a second 
disk-blade, and a second shaft mounted sepa 
rately from and in endwise alignment with the 
first shaft for Supporting the second blade for 
rotary actuation in aligned juxtaposition with, 
and in adjustably spaced relation to, the first 
blade. 

7. In a bone saw, in combination, a body-block, 
a first frame disposed upon a side of the block, 
a Support projecting transversely from the other 
side of the block, a second frame mounted for 
slidable adjustment on the support, and disk 
blades mounted on Said frames for rotation in 
aligned juxtaposition. 

8. In a bone Saw, in combination, a body-block, 
a first frame disposed upon a side of the block, 
a Support projecting transversely from the other 
side of the block, a second frame mounted for 
slidable adjustment on the support, disk-blades 
mounted for rotation on said frames for rotation 
in aligned juxtaposition, and means for releas 
ably securing the second frame and its carried 
blade in adjusted position relatively to the first 
frame and its blade. 

9. In a bonesaw, in combination, a body-block, 
a first frame disposed upon a side of the block, 
a Support projecting transversely from the other 
Side of the block, a second frame mounted for 
Slidable adjustment on the Support, disk-blades 
mounted for rotation on said frames for rota 
tion in aligned juxtaposition, and means for re 
leasably Securing the second frame and its car 
ried blade in adjusted position relatively to the 
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first frame and its blade, said means including a 
rod extending transversely from the second frame 
through the block and first frame, and a Screw 
member on the block for impinging engagement 
With said rod. 

10. In a bone saw, a chambered body-block, a 
tubular housing disposed transversely, and hav 
ing communication with the chamber, of the 
block, frames disposed upon opposite Sides of 
the block in embracing engagement With opposite 
end-portions of the housing, each of Said frames 
being chambered for communication with the 
housing, shafts journaled for rotation in Said 
frames, disk-blades fixed on said ShaftS, and 
means including meshing gears in the block, 
housing, and frames for rotarily actuating the 
blades. 

11. In a bone saw, a chambered body-block, a 
tubular housing disposed transversely, and hav 
ing communication with the chamber, of the 
block, a tubular extension projecting angularly 
from, and having communication with the cham 
ber of, the block, frames disposed upon opposite 
sides of the block and having embracing engage 
ment with opposite end-portions of the housing, 
each of said frames being chambered for Com 
munication with the housing, shaftS journaled 
for rotation in said frames, disk-blades fixed 
on said shafts, and means for rotarily actuating 
the blades, said means including meshing gears 
in the block, housing, and frames, and a driving 
shaft disposed longitudinally in Said extension. 

12. In a bone saw, a chambered body-block, a 
tubular housing disposed transversely, and hav 
ing communication with the chamber, of the 
block, frames disposed upon opposite sides of the 
block in embracing engagement With Opposite 
end-portions of the housing, each of Said frames 
being chambered for communication. With the 
housing, shafts journaled for rotation in said 
frames, disk-blades fixed on Said shafts, and 
means including meshing gears in the block, 
housing, and frames for rotarily actuating the 
blades, one of said frames being shiftable On the 
housing relatively to the block for adjustably 
spacing the blades. 

13. In a bone saw, a chambered body-block, a 
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tubular support disposed transversely, and hava 
ing communication with the chamber, of the 
block, frames disposed upon opposite sides of the 
block in embracing engagement with opposite 
end-portions of the Support, each of said frames 
being chambered for communication. With the 
Support, shafts journaled for rotation in Said 
frames, disk-blades fixed on said shafts, means 
including meshing gears in the block, support, 
and frames for rotarily actuating the blades, one 
of Said frames being shiftable on the support 
relatively to the block for adjustably spacing the 
blades, and means for releasably securing said 
shiftable frame in adjusted position. 

14. In a bone saW, in combination, a body-block, 
parallel frames disposed on the body-block, a 
disk-blade, operatively mounted on each of the 
frames in aligned juxtaposition, one of said 
frames being arranged for shiftable movement 
laterally toward and away from the other frame 
for providing an uninterrupted free space be 
tWeen the blades, and means for rotarily actuat 
ing the blades. 

15. In a bone SaW, in combination, a body 
block, a pressure hand-grip having a portion end 
Wise engaged with the block, a guiding hand-grip 
also having a portion endiwise engaged with the 
block and disposed in angular relation to, and 
having its longitudinal axis in the same plane 
as the longitudinal axis of, said pressure hand 
grip portion, a disk-blade, and means engaged 
with the blade and block for supporting the 
blade in peripheral aligning registration with, and 
Substantially in the plane of, the axes of said 
hand-grip portions for rotary cutting application 
under pressure presented through the pressure 
hand-grip downwardly upon the block while the 
saw is being propelled forwardly by the guiding 
hand-grip, 

16. In a bone saw, in combination, a body 
block, a pair of disk-blades, and means engaged 
with the block for Supporting the blades for ro 
tary actuation in aligned juxtaposition, said 
means including endwise aligning shafts sepa 
rate and spaced one from the other at opposed 
ends. 

EMILE R. DAMATO. 
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